1. I attended the course regularly  □ □ □ □ □ never

2. The average time needed to prepare and learn the material from the lectures and the tutorials was approximately ........ hours per week

3. General observations:

- I found particularly good .................................................................
- .................................................................
- .................................................................
- .................................................................
- .................................................................

4. Specific observations:

- How do you consider the level of the course?  □ too high □ just right □ too low
- How do you consider the practical use of the subject matter learnt? □ □ □ □ □
- What do you think of the English used by the lecturer? □ □ □ □ □
- How did you find the presentation of material on chalkboard, papers and visual aids? □ □ □ □ □
- How was the more complicated matter presented and explained? □ □ □ □ □
- How were specific questions answered? □ □ □ □ □
- How useful were the examples and tutorials? □ □ □ □ □
- How useful were the lecture notes, the series of exercises and / or the suggested literature? □ □ □ □ □
- How motivated do you feel for the subject matter? □ □ □ □ □
- How do you rate your learning? □ □ □ □ □

4.1 How do you consider the level of the course? □ □ □ □ □
4.2 How do you consider the practical use of the subject matter learnt? □ □ □ □ □
4.3 What do you think of the English used by the lecturer? □ □ □ □ □
4.4 How did you find the presentation of material on chalkboard, papers and visual aids? □ □ □ □ □
4.5 How was the more complicated matter presented and explained? □ □ □ □ □
4.6 How were specific questions answered? □ □ □ □ □
4.7 How useful were the examples and tutorials? □ □ □ □ □
4.8 How useful were the lecture notes, the series of exercises and / or the suggested literature? □ □ □ □ □
4.9 How motivated do you feel for the subject matter? □ □ □ □ □
4.10 How do you rate your learning? □ □ □ □ □